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Introduction 

The title of this collection (and of one of the essays within it) comes from 
friedrich Nietzsche's Beyond Good and Evil, in which he warns,- "Whoever 
fights monsters shm:rld see to it that in the process he does not himself 
b>eoorrte a monster. When you look long into an abyss, the abyss also looks 

into you,"I This collection is about looking into that abyss we call the 
Stage. Among Webster's definitions of abyss are "an inn11easurably deep gulf 
OT great space" and "intellectual or spiritual profundity." It is, in fact, pre
cisely such a "great space" we encounter when we confront the stage. Even 
the tiniest stages~the mountebank's trestle of the Middle Ages, for 
instance, or the nllnuscule platfotm of Caffe Cino, the first off-off Broad
way theater-are boundless; like Hamlet's nutshell, they contain "infinite 

,:sp;tce.:' To look into such a expanse is potentially frightening, especially if, 
as Nietzsche suggests, it looks back into you. And the stage most definitely 
returns the gaze. 

We are· spatial creatures; we respond instinctively to space. Our arrival 
into the world, the m.oment of birth, is a spatial experience as· we emerge 
fi:mn a safe, enclosed environment into the vastness of an unknown expanse. 
Evety time we confront a stage we are, in a ·sense, confi:onting the space
the abyss-we first confronted at birth. The stage, regardless of its 
configuration, functions as an optical focal point and creates the llnpression 
_that we are looking through this lens into a boundless space beyond. In fact, 
for most spectators, it is the apprehension of space that may be the 1nost pro
found and powerful experience of live theater although, admittedly, it is 
one that is most often felt subconsciously. And yet the spatiality of the stage 
is rarely addressed by ctitics or theater theorists. It is as if the meaning and 
import of a Greek or Elizabethan tragedy, a medievalmystety play, a Noh 
drama, a French farce, or a grand opera could exist-could be analyzed and 
understood-con1pletely separate fi:om the stage and theater for which it 
was initially composed, or from the theatrical environment in which it is 
be-ing experienced at the present mon1ent. And the same holds ttue for all 
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the visual and physical elements we lump together under the rubric of 

design. How nuny spectators, even theater professionals, can truly read a 

stage? Brecht wanted an audience that was as knowledgeable as the one at a 

sporting event, an audience that understood the rules, the nuances, the 

strategies, the potentialities. But who in a theater audience is ttuly aware of 

the llnpact of the color of a wall or the placem_ent of a door, the effect upon 

dramatic rhythm of the ground plan, the psychological response to the tex~ 
ture of a costume (smnething the Russian designer Alexandra Exter was 
keenly aware of), or the quality of light? And yet, we are living in what is 
increasingly touted as a visual society. 

Critics and theoreticians who deal with theater tend to cmne from the 

world of literature and therefore are prone to attribute the profundity of 
theater primarily to its language and the ideas expressed by that language. 
And, of course, there is a rationale for this; we do not quote the arras that 
probably hung at the rear of Shakespeare's stage, we quote his words; we 
may be interested in the quality of the door slam at the end of A Dolts 
House, but I would venture that m_ost spectators pay little attention to the 
quality of the doors that may be visible on Ibsen's stage. Yet theater is, first 
and foremost, a visual art. The very word theater comes from the ancient 
Greek theatronJ the nam_e given to the area in which the audience sat. (Fifth
century Athenians had no single word for the totality of the physical com~ 
pone:nt~. of the ~~theater.") 711-eatroti, in. turn, comes from __ the root theasthai, 
meaning "tO'see:·:"-Thb tlu!i:ltron,"'the-plaCc Where the audienCe sits, is thuS 
"the seeing place." We still say, ''I'm going to see a play." (And despite the 
fact that today we often call the equivalent of the theatron by its Latin name, 
auditorium, we do not go to the theater to "hear a play.") But beyond that 
particular locution, the visual component of theater is largely ignored, and 
is even viewed with suspicion. We are told, for example, that a musical pro
duction is not successful if the audience leaves "hunnning the scenery." 
Why? Why is the pleasure of the eye considered not n1erely inferior to the 
pleasures of the ear, but somehow unseemly? Part of the blan1e no doubt lies 
in a certain Puritan heritage and its Old Testament mistrust of graven 
images. And certainly the Western scholarly tradition that has valorized 
Aristotle, who relegated -spectacle to the lowest rung on his hierarchy of 
component elements of tragedy, is a contributing factor. But we must bear 
in mind that Aristotle was writing abOut how to compose a tragedy, not 
how to stage one. It is- hard to disagree with his general principle that spec
tacle as. a substitute for good· plotting or character was an indication of a 
poor poet. But at the sam_e time, because there is no extant cmnmenta1y 
from Aristotle or his contemporaries on staging, tragedy seems to be 
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equated with the poet's text alone, and there is no sense that scenography 
might play a significant role in the creation of drama. & I suggest in the 
essay "Behind the Screen Door," the Oresteia is at least in part 1nade possi
ble by the technological, physical, and scenic elements of the stage. More~ 
over, it is clear that Aeschylus was fuily aware of the potentialities of the 
physical stage in shaping the rhythms of the tragedy and in manipulating 
audience response to the work. Of course, it is not Aristotle but his neo
classical apologists who laid the foundations of moden1 dramatic aesthetics 
and developed literal rules of playwriting based upon a kind of fundamen~ 
talist reading of T11e Poetics. It is with these theoreticians that drama enters 
the world of literature and leaves the physical stage behind. (But it is also 
true that this prejudice has ancient roots. The three original Muses of Greek 
mythology, Calliope, Euterpe, and Erato, were associated with forms of 
poetry. The six who were subsequently included with the group were also 
:from the liberal arts and sciences: oratmy, history, tragedy, comedy, choral 
song and dance, and astronomy. The visual arts held no place in this partic
ular pantheon.) 

Interestingly, the Sanskrit treatise on theater, the Natyasastra, which is, in 
essence, one of the first discourses on reception theory, devotes several 
chapters to the spatial and visual components of the theater. Bharata Muni 
understood the importance of the physical theater, and the entire veda is an 
exploration of the way in which each and every component of the theater 
contributes to the reception and understanding of the drama. 

Other factors, of course, contributed to the denigration of visuality in 
Western theatrical histmy. The cultural divide between high and low art 
that emerged in the nineteenth centuty also relegated the world of specta
cle and visuality to the popular theater, while valorizing the literaty theater 
of high culture. Scenic spectacle and technological effects became the realm 
of 1nelodran1a, Grand Guignol) n1usic hall, circus, and, in its own way, nat
uralism. It was this foregrounding of the image over the word in these forms 
that led Stephane Mallarme to urge the symbolists to "detheatricalize the 
theater." As I note in the essays on Joseph Urban and David Rockwell, the 
association with the popular and spectacular can lead to a dismissive critical 
response, especially in the world of architecture where theatricality_ (i.e., 
spectacle and emotional manipulation through imagery) is still an undesir
able epithet. Yet the symbolist rejection of theatricality did not mean the 
elimination of the visual within theatrical work. The sytnbolists, after all, 
pioneered the use of scrims and experimented with the color and quality of 
light, and their stage designs turned to medieval and Pre~Raphaelite motifs 
and a subtle visual palette carefully integrated with the spiritual intent of the 
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theatrical work. What the symbolists and others in the late nineteenth cen
tury were rejecting was the excessive spectacle and effects of the melodra
matic and naturalistic stage. In other words, it was "design for design's 
sake," as it were, that was objectionable, not design itself And yet, once 
design became self-effacing, it became, in a sense, invisible. This remains 
true to the present. Robin Wagner's minimalist design for A Chorus Line in 

the I970s (which consisted oflittle more than a white line on the stage floor 
until the final scene) was achieved through a painstaking process of elimina
tion and was highly regarded by cognoscenti, but the production was com:

rnonly described as taking place on a bare stage. His decidedly nomninllnal
ist settings for the New York production of Angels in America, on the other 
hand, were criticized by son1e for being excessive. 

Visuality was histodcally a fimdamental basis of Western philosophy
the idea of philosophy as a contemplative act. Hannah Arendt, for instance, 
rioted that the "predominance' of sight is ... deeply en1bedded in Greek 

speech, and therefore our conceptual language. " 2 But visuality, hot surpris
ingly, is perceived as the realm of painting (and related arts), and because 

painting, like language, was most' commonly associated with representation, 
reference, and meaning, the two-image and language---were understood 
as occupying a similar sphere and thus were often seen as either redundant 
or cmnpeting for the same social and cultural space. As liteGny critic W. J. 
J.IV!it.chell. explains, 

Words arid images seem inevitably to become implicated in a "war of 
signs" ... in which the stakes are things like nature, truth, reality, and the 
human spirit. Each art, each type of sign or n1edium, lays claim to certain 
things that it is best equipped to mediate, and each grounds its claim in a 

certain characterization of its "self," its own proper essence. Equally 
important, each art charactetizes itself in opposition to its "significant 
other." Thus, poetry, or verbal expression in general, sees its signs as 
arbitraty and conventional....:__that is, ~·unnatural" in contrast to the natural 

signs of imagery. Painting sees itself as- uniquely fitted for the representa

tion of the visible world, whereas poetty is primarily concerned with the 
invisible realm of ideas and feelings. 3 

For much of the twentieth century, however, the visual aspect of philos
ophy has been under attack, and in the poststructuralist era vision, or at least 

the hegemony of sight, has been largely rejected. This, too, has no doubt 
contributed to the limited attention paid to the visual aspects of theater by 
the high theorists of the latter twentieth century. To focus on the visual in 
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the theater would be to grant it a kind of autonomy and objectivity. And 
becanse vision and sight are not only physiological phenomena but cultural 
constnlCts, to discuss (contemplate) the theatrical image would also require 
an ·acceptance of certain cultural norms, a step that is not only difficult in a 
multicultural society, but anathen1a in a postmodern world. 

The problen1, of course, is that critics (both literary and dratnatic) have 

equated the scenic element of theater with painting or other plastic arts and 
understood it as a (conupt) subset of (pure) visual art. The misconception 
becomes clear when one looks at Mitchell's description of poetry versus 
painting, for instance: "Poetry is an art of time, n1otion~ and action; paint
ing an art of space, stasis, and arrested action. "4 Scenography, however, is an 
art of time, motion, action, and space, that is, an amalgamation of the two. 
(Nonetheless, I suggest in "Can Theater and Media Speak the Same Lan

guage?" that the problem of film and video projection in the theater is a 
result of the essentially painterly qualities of those media that clash with the 
unique scenographic qualities of live theater.) It is difficult to deal with an 
inuge or spatial construct that is unstable---in1ages and 'space that are not 
merely transformed through the mechanical devices of the stage but also by 

the presence and movement of live ~ctors whose own perfom1ances are 
lmstable. Furthermore, even if one is willing to revert to such analytical sys
tems as semiotics and phenomenology~both particularly well suited for 
theater-one is confi·onted, on the one hand, with the paradox of signs and 
signifiers that are identical yet differ in n1eanings and representational codes, 
andj on the other, tangible space and objects that, in tnost theater forms, can 

only be experienced at a distance or through some form of n1ediation. 
Theater artists and educators like to claim that theater is the ultimate art 

form or quintessential liberal art because it subsumes almost all other arts and 
even social and hard sciences. But frmn an analytical standpoint, this renders 
it impure, contradictmy, amorphous, and virtually ungraspable. Critics who 

deal with theater much prefer to render it into its component elen1ents and 
deal with them separately-primarily focusing on the literaty while con
signing the rest to the reap_n of craft. (Acting, because of its patticular rela
tionship to representation, arid because of the postmodern obsession with 
&riture and the body, has provided a fi-uitfi1l site for some theoreticians. 

While design and space would seem equally attractive subjects, they are still 
more often understood as incidental by-products of the theatrical event, not 
integrally related to the realization of theater.) Even theater artists them
selves have sometimes condemned theater for its protean qualities. Richard 

Wagner's Gesamtkunstwerk was a response to the lack of a single visionary in 
the creation of this particular art, and Edward Gordon Craig suggested 
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replacing the unreliable actor with marionettes in a similar attempt to exer
cise absolute control over the presentation of the work. The very hetero
geneity of the theati-ical makes it unlike almost any other art fonn and there
fore not as easily analyzed. 

Visuality, of course, does not have to be limited to the elaborate illusion

istic settings, clever machinery, and spectacular tricks of the melodrama or 

the pictorial realism_ of a Charles Kean or David Belasco. Shakespeare is 
praised for creating images in "the mind's eye" through language. The 
scenic elements of the Tudor stage may have been few, but the imagistic 

aspect was paramount. As Martin Jay has noted, the word image "can signifY 
graphic, optical, perceptual, mental, or verbal phenomena."5 But again,- we 
tend to privilege the evocations of verbal imagery over the physical recre
ations or representations of scenographic efforts. We praise Shakespeare's 
sllnple verbal rendering of the dawn in Romeo and Juliet while smiling indul
gently at Belasco's attempts to achieve a specifically California sunset 

through stage lighting technology in Girl of the Golden West. But the fact is 
that in either case, the material world is referenced, and the n1eaning and 
intent of the performance is integrally tied to the success of the particular 
evocation. 

Much nmdenllst dranu has tried to remove theater frmn the context of 
the "real world." Tangible land1narks are eliminated; action occurs in a 

vo.i_~~. :fjut such a thiJ1& does not exist. Samuel Beckett ~~y have set each of 
his plays in an increasingly abstract space; but there was always--a signpost
from the literal tree by the side of the road in Waitingfor Godot to the human 
mouth that is all that remains visible in Not I. The great designer and teacher 
Ming Cho Lee knows that he will always encounter a student who wants to 
set a play in "a void." For this student he has a simple question: "OK. What 
color is the void?" Theater is visible---we see son1ething, and that some

thing has a shape, a color, a texture. Even if everything is stripped away, 
there is still the stage itself, staring back at the audience. Absence of design 
is still design .. Any anangement.ofspace or objects; any movement through 
or across that space, is design; And if we remove the stage through the elim

ination oflight or through, say, the medium of radio, then there is design in 
the mind's eye .. The old adage applies: all that is needed for theater is two 
boards and a passion. Well, those two boards exist in space, and the passion 
unfolds in that space through time. 

This collection of essays is not in any way a definitive, let alone exhaus
tive, examination of the spatiovisual aspect of theater. It is intended. more as 
the opening of a dialogue that will, I hope, bring the physical aspect of the
ater back into its proper place as an ele1nent as integral to the performance 
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as the spoken word, and perhaps lead those interested in the theater to 
becon1e more aware of their role as "seers" of theater. 

Scenography 

The subtide of this collection is "Essays on Scenography," not "Essays on 
Design." Scenography ls at once an ancient and recent term. At;stotle refers 
to skenographia: scenic writing. So while he may not have addressed the 
issue, he understood that theatrical production involved several kinds of 
writing, and one of them was the text and vocabulary of the physical the
ater._ But the Renaissance theoreticians did not pick up on that particular 
word. In the West, words such as design, decor, scene1y, and their linguistic 
equivalents emerged. In Europe in the latter half of the twentieth century, 

however, the word scenography increasingly en1erged as 'the term of choice. 
it "implies something more than creating scene1y or costumes or lights. It 
Carries a connotation of an all-encon1passing visual~spatial consttuct as well 
as the process of change and transfonnation that is an inherent part of the 
physical vocabulary of the stage. In that sense,. it bears some relation to the 

French ten11 mise en scene. British scenographer Pamela HOward recently 
wrote a book entitled What Is Scenography? that begins with answers to the 
titular question from some fifty scenographers :fron1 around the world. 
What is both maddening and delightful is that no two answet~ are alike, and 
many are wildly contradictory. Despite this lack of agreement on the mean
ing of the tem1, I still find it far n1ore useful, more encompassing, and n1ore 

inclusive than the word design, which, particularly in the United States, 
refers to a vety specific and limited aspect of the spatiovisual experience of 
pe1formance. Howard, son1ewhat like Bharata Muni, includes everything 
from the space to the text, to the perfmmer, to the audience as elen1ents of 
scenography. This n1ay be extre1ne in that it seems to subsume all aspects of 
theater, but it is better to err on the side of inclusiveness than to focus on 
the nanowly defined. 

Both the economic system of An1erican theater production and the long
established structure of Alnerican theater education, however, have tended 

to reif}r design. Students are generally taught as set designers or costun1e 
designers or lighting designers. Although design students n1ay collaborate 
with directors, they rarely are educated as directors, or vice versa. Produc
ers, in turn, hire design "teain<i'' whose n1e1nbers may work in virtual isola
tion, bringing their work together only in the technical rehearsals. This iso

lation has only increased with the advent of faxes, e-nuil, and other fonns 
of electronic exchange that allow connnmllcation without presence. It is 
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significant, I believe, that many of the rather limited number of American 
designers who might be called scenographers find it necessary to do much 
of their work abroad. 

Organization of this Book 

I have divided this collection into two parts. The first, "Thinking about 
Scenography," contains somewhat more general essays on the role of 
scenography in the understanding and experience of theater, although they 
rcm_ain rooted in the actuality and process of production. With the excep
tion of two essays,- "Postmodern Design" and "New Hon1es for New The
ater," all the- essays in part I were initially given as papers at conferences, 

largely gatherings of ptacticing designers and architects. The intention was 
to open a dialogue between artists and critics (and, ideally, audiences). Too 
often these days, the vocabulary of pbststtucturalist discourse seems of lim
ited value for the work of practicing attists, not because the material is irrel
evant, to·o rarefied, or complex-indeed, ma·ny cutting-edge theater artists 

read widely and deeply in contemporary themy-but because theater artists 
and those who write about the art seem increasingly to talk past each other, 
as if residing in vastly different spheres. I hope that these essays may help to 
rejoin these worlds. 

Part 2, -~~S~-~t:I?graphy in ~on!ext," takes a look at the work of specific 
designers.- or .. groups, or the ·scenographic -response to certain playwrights. 
Whereas the first part of the book is arranged chronologically by date of 
composition, the second part is arranged chronologically by artist and thus 
provides a journey of sorts through the twentieth century. (Several of these 
pieces were "connnissioned;" but they nonetheless reflect topics and indi

viduals whose work lies at the heart of modern and postmodern theater.) 
Unlike the first part, all but one of these essays (the one on the Wooster 
Group) were written initially for publication. But the aim was similar: an 
attempt to refocus or resituate the discussion of theater within the realm_ of 
the- spatial, visual, and physical. 

In pulling these essays together, I discovered that I cited certain authors, 
even certain quotations, repeatedly in different contexts. Perhaps this is an 
inevitable by-product of gathe~ng oVer a decade's wOrth of essays that were 
presented to very different audiences. Most notable in-this regard was Gas

ton Bache1ard, whose Poetics of Space I fmd essential for an understanding of 
the way in which we comprehend the spatiality of the stage. But I also dis
covered, a bit to my surprise, that I mentioned the futurist Filippo Tom
maso Marinetti several tin1es. References to the Wooster Group and its pro-
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ductions reappear in several essays beyond the one devoted specifically to 
the group. This is in part a result of my long-standing admll·ation for their 

work, an ongoing project of investigating the relationship of the perfonner, 
text, space, technology, society, and spectator. I have tried to minimize the 
repetitions where possible, and ask the reader's indulgence for the rest. I also 
note that many of these essays deal with the increasing influence of the dig
ital age. Since n1ost of the essays were written in the 1990s, this is perhaps 
inevitable. I finnly believe that the new technologies are transforming the 
vety structure of our thoughts and perceptions, in turn affecting the way in 

which we create and understand art. Some of the essays nuy seen1 a bit 
naive in the face of rapidly changing tcchuologies, but I hope that the 
underlying ideas are still valid. 
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